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Abstract
This paper introduces an approach to produce accurate
3D detection boxes for objects on the ground using sin-
gle monocular images. We do so by merging 2D visual
cues, 3D object dimensions, and ground plane constraints
to produce boxes that are robust against small errors and
incorrect predictions. First, we train a single-stage convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) that produces multiple vi-
sual and geometric cues of interest: 2D bounding boxes,
2D keypoints of interest, coarse object orientations and ob-
ject dimensions. Subsets of these cues are then used to poll
probable ground planes from a pre-computed database of
ground planes, to identify the “best fit” plane with highest
consensus. Once identified, the “best fit” plane provides
enough constraints to successfully construct the desired 3D
detection box, without directly predicting the 6DoF pose
of the object. The entire ground plane polling (GPP) pro-
cedure is constructed as a non-parametrized layer of the
CNN that outputs the desired “best fit” plane and the cor-
responding 3D keypoints, which together define the final 3D
bounding box. This single-stage, single-pass CNN results in
superior localization and orientation estimation compared
to more complex and computationally expensive monocular
approaches.
1. Introduction
Localizing objects in 3D is of extreme importance in
autonomous driving and driver safety applications. Tradi-
tional and contemporary approaches have mostly relied on
range sensors like LiDARs and Radars, or stereo camera
pairs to predict the desired 6DoF pose and dimensions of
objects of interest. Some of these approaches are demon-
strably robust under a variety of conditions, and produce
high quality 3D detection boxes despite large occlusions,
truncations etc. However, the benefits of 3D sensors are
almost always accompanied by certain downsides. These
Code: https://github.com/arangesh/Ground-Plane-Polling
Probable ground planes
“Best fit” ground plane
Figure 1: Illustration of the ground plane constraint en-
forced in this study. Each object is assumed to lie on one
of many probable ground plane configurations - termed to
be the “best fit” plane associated with the object.
sensors are typically orders of magnitudes more expensive
compared to cheap cameras, and are also bulkier and power-
hungry. It is therefore desirable to carry out 3D object de-
tection with monocular cameras, if suitable robustness can
be achieved. A robust 3D detector could also in turn im-
prove the performance of purely camera based 3D track-
ers [1]. This however introduces many challenges, most of
which stem from the fact that predicting 3D attributes from
2D measurements is an ill-posed problem.
In this study, we overcome this challenge by only con-
sidering those cues (visual or otherwise), that can be reli-
ably predicted using monocular camera images alone, while
also being generalizable to data captured by cameras with
different settings and parameters. With this in mind, we
only predict attributes like 2D detection boxes, 2D keypoint
locations, coarse local orientations, and dimensions of the
object in 3D. State-of-the-art approaches for predicting 2D
attributes like detection boxes and keypoints are known to
generalize quite well to new datasets and scenarios. On the
other hand, coarse local orientations are closely tied to the
appearance of an object, and can be reliably predicted as
we will show later. Finally, the dimensions of an object in
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3D are somewhat tied to the appearance of an object (e.g.
cars, vans, trucks etc. look different), but are less prone to
large errors because of the low variance in dimensions of an
object within a particular object class.
On the other hand, we would like the constraints and
assumptions we enforce to result in reasonable estimates,
while not being too restrictive. Ground plane constraints
are a common choice, where objects of interest are forced
to lay on a common plane. This however, might be too re-
strictive of an assumption, resulting in large errors for ob-
jects farther away lying on irregular terrains. In this study,
we instead create a database of probable ground planes, and
choose the “best fit” plane for each object locally (see Fig-
ure 1). This is similar to modeling the road terrain with a
piecewise planar approximation, thereby loosening the sin-
gle ground plane constraint. We also purposefully predict
more attributes than needed to estimate a 3D detection box,
and use these predictions to form maximal consensus set
of attributes, in a manner similar to traditional RANSAC
approaches. This makes our approach robust to individual
errors and outliers in predictions.
Our main contributions in this work can be summarized
as follows - 1) We propose a single-shot approach to pre-
dict the 6DoF pose and dimensions of objects on the road
by predicting 2D attributes of interest in single monocular
images. 2)We then combine subsets of these attributes to
robustly identify the “best fit” ground plane for each object
locally using a novel polling approach, thereby determining
the 3D detection box corresponding to each object. 3) Fi-
nally, we carry out extensive comparisons and experiments
with previous state-of-the-art techniques to illustrate the ad-
vantages and limitations of our approach.
2. Related Research
Classical methods for estimating 3D pose primarily
involve identifying distinct keypoints and finding corre-
spondences between different views by matching features.
These feature descriptors were designed to be invariant to
changes in scale, rotation, illumination and keypoints [2–5].
Other related approaches involve 3D model-based registra-
tion [6, 7], and Hausdorff and Chamfer matching for edges
and curves [8–10]. Such methods are often fast and work
reasonably well in cluttered scenes. However, they are too
reliant on texture, high resolution images, and do not take
into account high level information about the scene.
With the introduction of new large-scale datasets
like [11–13] and overall success of CNNs, many approaches
for 3D object detection and 6DoF pose estimation using sin-
gle monocular images have recently emerged. Although
these methods are mostly based on popular 2D detection
architectures [14–17], they differ in the ways they incor-
porate 3D information, the attributes they predict, and the
constraints they enforce.
Xiang et al. [18] cluster the set of possible object poses
into viewpoint-dependent subcategories using 3D voxel pat-
terns. In their following work [19], these subcategories
were used as supervision to train a network to detect and
classify the subcategory of each object. Subcategory infor-
mation is then transferred to obtain the pose of each ob-
ject. More recently, Chabot et al. [20] create a dataset of 3D
shapes and templates, and identify the most similar template
for each object that is detected. To do so, they manually
annotate vehicle part coordinates, part visibility and the 3D
template corresponding to each object in the training set. At
test time, their network predicts all part coordinates, their
visibility and the most similar template. A 2D/3D matching
algorithm (Perspective-n-Point) then produces the desired
object pose. These methods generally provide more infor-
mation about each object, at the expense of having a more
convoluted approach involving a database of shapes, tem-
plates, voxel patterns etc., and sometimes requiring more
manual annotations.
Archetypal studies that make use of 3D object propos-
als for monocular detection are presented by Chen et al.
in [21, 22]. In these studies, the authors first sample can-
didate 3D boxes using a ground plane assumption and ob-
ject size priors. These boxes are then scored by exploiting
different cues like semantic and instance classes, context,
shape, location etc. Although these methods work well on
2D detection tasks, they fail to localize objects accurately
in 3D.
Unlike previous methods, some recent studies have cho-
sen to enforce geometric constraints to obtain the 6DoF
pose of objects. In [23], Mousavian et al. only predict the
orientation of objects, and use the fact that the perspective
projection of a 3D bounding box should fit tightly within its
2D detection window. In a more straightforward approach,
the authors in [24] use a single shot network to predict
2D projections of all 8 corners and the centroid of the 3D
bounding box, and use these 2D-3D correspondences to ob-
tain the 6DoF pose of the object by solving the Perspective-
n-Point (PnP) problem. These methods, although concep-
tually simple and straightforward to implement, rely on the
accuracy of all predicted entities.
3. Network Architecture
3.1. Overview
Our primary focus in this study is to propose an ap-
proach to real time 3D object detection for the purpose of
autonomous driving. With this in mind, our network de-
sign is based on the RetinaNet detector presented in [15].
Although our approach can be adapted to work with any
generic object detector based on anchor boxes, we decided
to work with the RetinaNet architecture because it matches
the speed of other one-stage detectors, while having com-
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Figure 2: Network architecture and our overall approach for predicting 3D bounding boxes from monocular images.
parable performance to state-of-the-art two stage detectors.
As illustrated in Figure 2, we retain the backbone structure
based on Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [25], and mod-
ify and add to the subnetworks that follow. For most of
our experiments, we use a ResNet50 backbone [26] with
five pyramid levels (P3 to P7) computed using convolu-
tional features C3, C4 and C5 from the ResNet architecture
as before. However, unlike [15], all pyramid levels have
C = 512 channels instead of 256 to account for the in-
crease in the number of subnetwork outputs, and the num-
ber of channels per output. We describe the purpose and
structure of each subnetwork in the subsections that follow.
Details of the ground plane polling layer are presented in
the following section.
3.2. Subnetwork Architectures
(object + orientation) classification subnet: This subnet-
work is similar to the classification head found in 2D detec-
tors, with the notable addition of orientation classes. In par-
ticular, we define 4 coarse orientation classes tied to 4 dif-
ferent ranges into which an object’s yaw angle in the cam-
era coordinate frame may fall. These orientation classes
and the corresponding change in object appearance is de-
picted in Figure 3. In this Figure, each vertical edge of the
3D bounding box is color coded to indicate its relationship
to the orientation classes. Each orientation class is further
split into two classes depending on the relative locations of
certain keypoints of interest with respect to the center of
each anchor. This yields a total of 8 orientation classes. We
explain the nature of these split classes in our description of
the regression subnetwork.
The classification subnetwork architecture is then modi-
fied to predict not just the object class, but also the desired
orientation class. As can be seen in Figure 4, this subnet-
work takes in the output from each level of the FPN, applies
a series of convolutional operations resulting in an output
with 8KA channels to account for each of 8 orientation
classes, K object classes, and A anchors per location. We
use a focal loss [15] to train this subnetwork:
Lclass(p,y) = −
K∑
k=1
8∑
o=1
αk,o(1− pk,o)γyk,o log(pk,o),
(1)
Yaw angle ϵ [0, 90) Yaw angle ϵ [-90, 0)
Yaw angle ϵ [-180, -90) Yaw angle ϵ [90, 180)
Yaw
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Figure 3: Illustration of the 4 different orientation classes
based on yaw angles (corners of the figure), and a bird’s-
eye view of how the yaw angle is calculated (center of the
figure). Best viewed in color.
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Figure 4: (object+orientation) classification subnet: out-
put channels accounts for 8 orientation classes, per anchor,
per object class.
where p and y are the estimated probabilities and one-hot
ground truth vector corresponding to positive and negative
anchors. The total classification loss is summed across all
positive and negative anchors, and is normalized by the total
number of positive anchors.
(2D box + keypoint) regression subnet: This subnetwork
is used to regress to not only the desired 2D detection box,
but also four additional keypoints of interest: xl, xm, xr,
and xt that denote the left, middle, right and top visible cor-
ners of the desired 3D bounding box when projected into
the image plane. We perform class and orientation agnostic
regression for both the 2D boxes and the keypoints. This
implies that a given keypoint may represent different cor-
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Figure 5: Illustration of proposed regression targets for each
anchor. Each target is colored based on the anchor edge
from which it is regressed. Best viewed in color.
ners of the 3D bounding box depending on the orientation
class of the object in question.
Figure 5 outlines the different regression targets for each
positive anchor, and also the edge of the anchor from which
each target is regressed. The subnetwork architecture and
its outputs are depicted in Figure 6. Each keypoint loca-
tion and the 2D box are predicted through separate heads to
force the predictions to be less correlated. Doing so is im-
portant to ensure that the predictions are more independent,
and to reduce common failure modes of multiple predic-
tions. This helps build a better consensus set during ground
plane polling (described in Section 4.2).
Finally, for the X coordinates xm and xt of keypoints
xm and xt, we only regress to the absolute values of the tar-
get (see Figure 6). The corresponding signs of these regres-
sion targets for each anchor are accounted for by the split
in orientation classes described in the classification subnet-
work i.e. for each anchor, the classification network picks
one of 8 orientation classes, which both defines the coarse
orientation of the object, and the sign of the regression tar-
gets for xt and xm. This is especially important for degener-
ate vehicle orientations close to the boundaries of different
orientation classes.
We use a smooth L1 loss for all regression heads. The
total loss for each positive anchor in this subnetwork is the
sum of all individual losses:
Lreg (˜t, t) = Lsmooth−L1(˜t2D, t2D) + Lsmooth−L1(˜txl , txl)
+Lsmooth−L1(˜txm , txm) + Lsmooth−L1(˜txr , txr )
+Lsmooth−L1(˜txt , txt),
(2)
where t˜ and t are the regression outputs and the correspond-
ing targets respectively. The total loss for this subnetwork
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Figure 6: (2D box+keypoint) regression subnet:
we use separate heads for the 2D box and each
keypoint. All regression targets associated with a
target bounding box (xt1, x
t
2, y
t
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t
2), its keypoints
{(xtl , ytl ), (xtm, ytm), (xtr, ytr), (xtt, ytt)}, and a positive
anchor (xa1 , x
a
2 , y
a
1 , y
a
2 ) are shown for reference.
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Figure 7: Dimension regression subnet: output channels
accounts for three dimensions (height, width, length), per
anchor, per object class.
is the average loss over all positive anchors.
Dimension regression subnet: This subnetwork has a sim-
ilar architecture to the (object + orientation) classification
subnetwork, but with fewer channels (128 instead of 256)
per convolution. The network directly outputs the three di-
mensions (height, width, length) of the desired 3D bounding
box, but in a class specific manner. By making the predic-
tions class specific, we improve the prediction accuracies
just by reducing the variance within each class. The sub-
network architecture is shown in Figure 7, resulting in an
output with 3KA channels.
The dimension regression subnetwork is trained using a
smooth L1 loss:
Ldim(d˜,d) = Lsmooth−L1(d˜,d), (3)
where d˜ and d are the regression outputs and the corre-
sponding targets for all three dimensions respectively. The
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for creating a database of ground
planes
Inputs: {imsegi , . ground truth semantic segmentation
{(Xji , Y ji , Zji )}Mj=1, . LiDAR point cloud
Pi}Ni=1, . camera calibration matrix
semantic classes = {ground, road, sidewalk, parking}
. semantic classes of interest
Outputs: {pik}Kk=1 . database of ground planes
ground planes← {}
for i← 1 to N do
points← {}
for j ← 1 to M do
(xji , y
j
i )← project((Xji , Y ji , Zji ), Pi)
. project LiDAR point to image plane
if imsegi (x
j
i , y
j
i ) ∈ semantic classes then
points← points⋃{(Xji , Y ji , Zji )}
end if
end for
while |points| ≥ 3 do
pi, inliers← RANSAC(points)
ground planes← ground planes⋃{pi}
points← points\inliers
end while
end for
return ground planes
total loss for this subnetwork is average loss over all posi-
tive anchors.
The final loss for the entire network is a weighted sum
of the three subnetwork losses:
L = Lclass + λregLreg + λdimLdim. (4)
4. Ground Plane Identification by Polling
4.1. Database Creation
As highlighted in Figure 2, the ground plane polling
block takes in a database of probable ground planes and out-
puts the “best fit” plane for each detection. This database of
planes can be compiled either using heuristics based on the
camera location, or by using 3D sensors like LiDARs to au-
tomatically fit planes to 3D data. In this study, we adopt the
latter approach. In particular, we make use of the KITTI-15
dataset [27] comprising of 200 RGB images, LiDAR point
clouds, and pixel-accurate semantic labels.
Algorithm 1 describes the approach to creating a ground
plane database using such data. The procedure involves
identifying and retaining LiDAR points corresponding to
semantic classes of interest, and then iteratively fitting
planes to these points using RANSAC. Since we are inter-
ested in generating a large number of diverse ground planes,
we use a very small inlier threshold (t = 2cm) and a very
high probability of success (p = 0.999). This produces ap-
proximately 22k ground plane candidates.
4.2. Ground Plane Polling
Given a ground plane and 2D keypoints xl, xm, and xr
of an object, it is straightforward to obtain the correspond-
ing 3D keypoints lying on the plane. This is done by back-
projecting a ray from the camera center through each key-
point, and finding its point of intersection with the plane.
The backprojected ray r = (r1, r2, r3, r4)T for a 2D key-
point x = (x, y)T is created using the camera projection
matrix,
r = P+[x, y, 1]T , (5)
and the corresponding 3D keypoint on the plane pi =
(a, b, c, d)T is given by
Xpi = s[r1, r2, r3]
T , (6)
where the scalar s is defined as follows
s =
−dr4
ar1 + br2 + cr3
. (7)
This results in the 3D keypoints Xpil , X
pi
m, X
pi
r correspond-
ing to 2D keypoints xl, xm, xr, lying on the plane pi.
Unlike the other three keypoints, the desired point Xpit
corresponding to the 2D keypoint xt does not lie on the
plane pi, but is rather a point on the line through Xpim along
the normal to the plane pi. Since the desired 3D keypoint
lies on both the backprojected ray r and the plane normal
through Xpim, we could ideally calculate it from the inter-
section of these two lines. In practice, however, these are
skew lines that do not intersect. We therefore resort to an
approximation, where Xpit is designated as the point on the
plane normal through Xpim that is closest in distance to the
ray r. If nr and npi are the unit vectors representing the di-
rections of the ray r and the plane normal respectively, the
desired point can be calculated as follows:
Xpit = X
pi
m −
Xpit ·
(
nr × (npi × nr)
)
npi ·
(
nr × (npi × nr)
) npi. (8)
To find out how well a ground plane pi fits the predicted
2D keypoints and 3D dimensions of an object, we propose
an approach based on the construction of triplets comprised
of two 3D keypoints, and the estimated length of the line
segment joining them. Four 3D keypoints result in a total
of 4C2 = 6 unique pairs of keypoints, and therefore 6 to-
tal triplets {(Xpii ,Xpii′ , li)}6i=1. Note that the lengths of the
line segments are determined using the 3D box dimensions
predicted by the network.
Each triplet (Xpii ,X
pi
i′ , li) is associated with a residual
error defined by:
epii =
∣∣||Xpii −Xpii′ || − li∣∣, (9)
and the total residual error epi for a plane is the sum of the
six individual errors. Finally, the “best fit” ground plane for
(a) Mean error in estimating the
3D box center
(b) Mean error in estimating the
closest point of the 3D box
(c) 3D IoU between the
predicted and ground truth 3D
boxes
(d) 3D metrics as a function of
2D IoU for our approach.
Figure 8: Experiments related to 3D metrics of interest for different approaches on KITTI cars using the validation set
provided in [19, 23].
a given object from a database of probable ground planes
{pik}Kk=1 is determined to be
pi∗ = argmin
pik∈{pik}Kk=1
6∑
i=1
epiki . (10)
The residual errors tied to the three dimensions of the
bounding box ensure that a plane that produces a box of rea-
sonable dimensions is chosen. The other three errors corre-
sponding to the face diagonals of the bounding box promote
planes that result in boxes with nearly orthogonal edges. In
our experiments, directly enforcing orthogonality or near-
orthogonality led to most probable planes being discarded,
thereby causing performance degradation.
Knowing the “best fit” plane pi∗, we first discard one of
the two keypoints (Xpi
∗
l , X
pi∗
r ) corresponding to the width
of the bounding box. This is easily discerned from the pre-
dicted coarse orientation of the object. Doing so allows us
to ensure orthogonality between adjacent sides, while re-
taining the predicted orientation (yaw). Next, we construct
the desired 3D cuboid by utilizing Xpi
∗
l and the retained
keypoint, the estimated 3D dimensions and the predicted
orientation class. To account for a large database of ground
planes, potentially large number of objects per image, and
to leverage the GPU for matrix multiplications, we imple-
ment the entire polling procedure as a layer in our network.
This is referred to as the ground plane polling (GPP) layer.
5. Experimental Evaluation
5.1. Implementation Details
Training: We use γ = 2 and α = 0.25 for the focal loss
presented in Equation 1. The backbone of our network
is pre-trained on ImageNet1k. The total loss depicted in
Equation 4 is fairly robust to the choice of hyperparamters
λreg and λdim provided the network is trained for enough
epochs. We set λreg = λdim = 1 for simplicity. The entire
network is trained using mini-batch gradient descent using
an Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.00001, β1 = 0.9
and β2 = 0.999. We use a batch size of two images and
train for a total of 70 epochs on a single GPU. We apply
random rotations in the image plane, translations, shears,
scalings and horizontal flips to input images for robust-
ness against small geometric transformations. Additionally,
the brightness, contrast, saturation and hue of input images
were randomly perturbed.
Inference: During inference, we add the NMS (non-
maximum suppression) and GPP layers to the end of the
subnetwork outputs at each level of the FPN. To ensure fast
operation, we only decode box predictions from at most
1k top-scoring predictions per FPN level, after threshold-
ing detector confidence at 0.05. The top predictions from
all levels are merged and non-maximum suppression with
a threshold of 0.5 is applied to yield the final 2D detec-
tions. These detections and their corresponding keypoints,
dimensions and orientations are passed on to the GPP layer,
which outputs the 3D keypoints and “best fit” ground plane
for each detection. The desired 3D bounding box is then
constructed using these outputs.
5.2. Results
Evaluation of 3D bounding box metrics: The KITTI de-
tection and orientation estimation benchmark [28] for cars
only evaluates the partial pose of vehicles. To provide
a more complete evaluation and comparison with other
monocular methods, we carry out analogous experiments
to the ones proposed in [23]. In particular, we plot three
metrics of interest as a function of the distance of an object
from the camera. The first metric is the average error in
estimating the 3D coordinate of the center of objects. The
second metric is the average error in estimating the closest
point of the 3D bounding box from the camera. The last
metric is the standard 3D intersection over union (3D IoU)
that depends on all factors of the 3D bounding box.
In keeping with the original experiment, we factor away
the 2D detection performance by considering only those de-
tections that result in an IoU≥ 0.7 with the ground truth 2D
box. This removes the effects of 2D detection performance
and enables a side-by-side comparison of how well each
(a) Mean error in estimating the
3D box center
(b) Mean error in estimating the
closest point of the 3D box
(c) Mean orientation (yaw) error (d) 3D IoU between predicted
and ground truth 3D boxes
Figure 9: Effect of ground plane database size on 3D bounding box metrics for KITTI cars on a common validation set.
Table 1: Results on the KITTI benchmark: Comparison of the Average Orientation Similarity (AOS), Average Precision
(AP) and Orientation Score (OS) for cars. Our runtimes are reported using a RTX 2080 GPU.
Method Runtime Easy Moderate Hard
(seconds) AOS AP OS AOS AP OS AOS AP OS
DeepMANTA [20]1 2.00 96.32% 96.40% 0.9991 89.91% 90.10% 0.9979 80.55% 80.79% 0.9970
Mono3D [22] 4.20 91.01% 92.33% 0.9984 86.62% 88.66% 0.9769 76.84% 78.96% 0.9731
SubCNN [19] 2.00 90.67% 90.81% 0.9984 88.62% 89.04% 0.9952 78.68% 79.27% 0.9925
Deep3DBox [23] 1.50 92.90% 92.98% 0.9991 88.75% 89.04% 0.9967 76.76% 77.17% 0.9947
Ours (RN50 GPP10k) 0.21 89.42% 89.61% 0.9979 86.08% 87.02% 0.9892 76.47% 77.62% 0.9852
Ours (RN101 GPP10k) 0.24 89.67% 89.84% 0.9981 86.63% 87.52% 0.9898 77.20% 78.36% 0.9852
Ours (VGG16 GPP10k) 0.19 89.17% 89.26% 0.9990 87.16% 87.56% 0.9954 77.65% 78.29% 0.9918
Ours (VGG19 GPP10k) 0.23 90.35% 90.42% 0.9992 87.96% 88.23% 0.9969 78.57% 79.00% 0.9946
Ours (RN50 FAST) 0.05 88.86% 89.13% 0.9970 84.53% 85.67% 0.9867 75.18% 76.61% 0.9813
1 Uses additional keypoint labels and 3D CAD models not available to other methods.
method performs on the desired 3D metrics. To make the
comparison fair, we use the same train-val split provided in
[19], where the KITTI training dataset comprising of 7481
images is split into train and val sets consisting of 3619 and
3799 images respectively. We compare our method to cur-
rent (Deep3DBox [23]) and previous (SubCNN [19]) state-
of-the-art monocular methods with publicly available re-
sults and/or code. We compare three variants of our method:
RN50 GPP1k, RN50 GPP10k and RN50 GPP22k, all three
of which have a ResNet50 backbone, and differ only by the
size of the ground plane database used in the GPP layer (1k,
10k and 22k planes respectively). As Figures 8a, 8b and 8c
show, all three variants of our method outperform the other
two methods on nearly all data points in the plots despite be-
ing an order of magnitude faster. In addition to these com-
parative results, we also plot the 3D metrics of interest as
a function of 2D IoU for our model in Figure 8d. As 2D
IoU with the ground truth increases, we observe monotonic
improvements in all 3D metrics. This implies that a better
2D detector could result in better 3D pose.
Effect of ground plane database size: To quantify the ef-
fect of the number of ground planes used in the database,
we provide comparative analysis of different variants of our
method using the same 3D metrics as before. Addition-
ally, we also plot the orientation error (in degrees) aver-
aged across all samples as a function of distance to the cam-
era. Crucially, we create a different train-val split to ensure
that the network does not overfit, leading to a more accu-
rate comparison. The resulting train and val sets consist of
6373 and 1108 images respectively. Each set is comprised
of images from disparate drives with no overlap.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, our complete database
is made of 22k candidate ground planes. To cre-
ate databases of smaller sizes, we rank planes based
on the number of inliers associated with them (see Al-
gorithm 1), and choose planes in a “top-k” fashion.
While retaining the same ResNet50 backbone and sub-
networks, we provide comparisons between databases of
size 10, 100, 1k, 10k and 22k. We refer to these 5
variants as RN50 GPP10, RN50 GPP100, RN50 GPP1k,
RN50 GPP10k and RN50 GPP22k respectively.
Figure 9 depicts the comparison between these variants
on all four metrics. As expected, we see an increase in per-
formance over all metrics as the size of the ground plane
database is increased. This effect is exacerbated as the
distance of objects from the camera increases. The plots
also seem to indicate that doubling the number of planes
from 10k to 22k results in minor performance improvement,
and even degradation in some cases. This hints at a case
of diminishing returns beyond a database with 10k ground
planes. With this in mind, we use a database of 10k ground
planes as our default choice in other experiments.
KITTI 2D detection and orientation benchmark: The
official 3D metric of the KITTI dataset is Average Orien-
Figure 10: Qualitative results on the KITTI test set (RN50 GPP10k): We show both the bird’s eye view of the predicted
boxes (top), and their projections onto the input image (bottom). More results are provided in the supplementary material.
tation Similarity (AOS), which is defined in [11] and multi-
plies the average precision (AP) of the 2D detector with the
average cosine distance similarity for the azimuth. Hence,
AP is by definition the upper bound of AOS. Our results
are summarized in Table 2, along with other top entries on
the KITTI leaderboard. Since the AP and AOS metrics are
heavily influenced by the 2D detection performance, we ad-
ditionally list the ratio of AOS over AP for each method as
done in previous works. This ratio is representative of how
each method performs only on orientation estimation, while
factoring out the 2D detector performance.
A cursory glance at Table 2 indicates that our model
is mostly within a few precision points of other methods
in terms on AP and AOS. This is expected given that our
method is the only single-stage approach that does not re-
quire object proposals of any kind, thereby resulting in a
speedup not possible with other multi-stage methods. More
importantly, our best performing model (with a VGG19
backbone) only falls behind DeepMANTA [20] by a small
amount on the OS score, while beating out or remaining
at par with other methods. We manage to do so at a frac-
tion of the computational cost, and without requiring ad-
ditional annotations associated with keypoints, part labels,
and part visibility as needed in DeepMANTA. Additionally,
our method is the only one that does not rely on comput-
ing additional features such as disparity, semantic segmen-
tation, instance segmentation, etc., and does not need multi-
stage processing as in [20, 22, 23].
Effect of different backbones: To observe the effect of dif-
ferent backbone sizes and architectures on the final result,
we provide results for four popular backbone choices on
the KITTI benchmark in Table 2. We refer to these vari-
ants as RN50 GPP10k, RN101 GPP10k, VGG16 GPP10k
and VGG19 GPP10k, each named after the corresponding
backbone architecture used. The FPN for the two VGG ar-
chitectures [29] are constructed using the features from the
maxpooling layers P3, P4, and P5 that follow the convolu-
tional blocks C3, C4, and C5 respectively. Surprisingly, the
smaller VGG backbones yield better results, especially for
orientation-related metrics. The larger VGG19 backbone
even results in superior AP across the board, and is therefore
our best performing model. The RN101 backbone leads to
a meager improvement in comparison to the smaller RN50
backbone, implying that adding more layers does not nec-
essarily justify the return. We believe that the superior per-
formance of the VGG variants is most likely explained by
their use of smaller convolutional kernels, which preserves
smaller details, resulting in better keypoint predictions.
In addition to the backbones listed above, we also train
a significantly smaller network by halving the number of
channels per layer in each subnet, and per pyramid level.
Using a ResNet50 backbone and a database of 1k ground
planes, this RN50 FAST network runs at 20 fps with only a
small drop in overall performance (see Table 2).
6. Conclusion
In this study, we introduce an approach to monocular
3D object detection by leveraging ground planes. This
Ground Plane Polling (GPP) method works by merging 2D
attributes like keypoints and coarse orientations with 3D in-
formation from probable ground plane configurations. By
doing so, we also ensure that our network only predicts
those entities that are known to generalize well across dif-
ferent conditions and datasets. Adapting to a new dataset
would only involve reassessing the database of 3D ground
planes. Additionally, our method produces a redundant set
of cues and relies on identifying a suitable consensus set
within, thereby resulting in robustness to individual errors
and outliers. We have shown that our GPP approach outper-
forms other popular monocular approaches in terms of lo-
calization and orientation estimation, while remaining com-
parable to other methods in 2D detection performance, al-
beit with a significantly reduced inference time.
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Supplementary Material: Ground Plane Polling for 6DoF Pose
Estimation of Objects on the Road
In this supplementary material, we include details omit-
ted in the main text. In particular, we provide:
• Section A: additional details on the Ground Plane
Polling layer described in Section 4.2 of main paper.
• Section B: quantitative results of other variants of our
model on KITTI Cars (Section 5.2 of the main paper).
• Section C: more qualitative results of our approach on
diverse scenes from the KITTI dataset (Section 5.2 of
the main paper).
A. Additional Details on Ground Plane Polling
The Ground Plane Polling (GPP) approach is based on
constructing triplets comprised of two 3D keypoints, and
the estimated length of the line segment joining them. Fig-
ure 11 depicts the 4C2 = 6 unique combinations. The sides
marked 1 and 2 represent the width/length of the object
(based on the estimated coarse orientation class), whereas
side 3 represents the vertical edge corresponding to the
height of the object. Lengths of diagonals 4, 5 and 6 are
determined using lengths of sides 1, 2 and 3.
B. More Quantitative Results on KITTI Cars
In addition to the results presented in Section 5.2 of the
main paper, we provide quantitative results for other vari-
ants of our model on the KITTI Cars benchmark in Table 2.
Specifically, we evaluate two variants - VGG19 GPP1k and
VGG FAST.
VGG19 GPP1k differs from our best performing model
VGG19 GPP10k only in the number of ground planes. Un-
surprisingly, this leads to a drop in OS and results in a
much smaller runtime. Interestingly, this model still out-
performs other variants with different backbones and 10k
ground planes. This implies that better 2D keypoint predic-
tions are more valuable than the size of the ground plane
database.
VGG19 FAST is constructed in the same manner as our
RN50 FAST variant (described in Section 5.2 of main pa-
per), with the only difference being the backbone architec-
ture. Similar to our full size models, the VGG19 FAST
variant outperforms the RN50 FAST variant while incur-
ring a small overhead. More importantly, this smaller model
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Figure 11: Illustration of the 6 unique combinations of 3D
keypoints and the line segments joining them.
is on par or comparable in performance to full size variants
RN50 GPP10k and RN101 GPP10k, while being consider-
ably smaller and faster. These experiments further indicate
the advantage of VGG backbones over Resnet backbones
for the task at hand.
C. More Qualitative Results on the KITTI
Dataset
We show qualitative results of our models on the KITTI
dataset in Figures 12, 13, and 14. All figures contain both
the bird’s eye view of all predicted boxes, and their corre-
sponding projections into the image.
Figure 12 depicts exemplar results of our best perform-
ing model (VGG19 GPP10k) on the KITTI test set. Fig-
ure 13 shows comparative results of the VGG19 GPP10k
variant with corresponding ground truth boxes on a valida-
tion set. Results indicate that our model produces boxes
that largely agree with the ground truth in terms of loca-
tion and orientation. Finally, Figure 14 compares the output
of three different variants of our model: VGG19 GPP10k,
VGG19 GPP1k, and VGG19 FAST. The first two variants
tend to produce similar results closer to the camera, while
being inconsistent farther away from the camera. This
observation concurs with our experiment on the effect of
ground plane database size in the main paper.
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Table 2: Results on the KITTI benchmark: Comparison of the Average Orientation Similarity (AOS), Average Precision
(AP) and Orientation Score (OS) for cars. Our runtimes are reported using a RTX 2080 GPU.
Method Runtime Easy Moderate Hard
(seconds) AOS AP OS AOS AP OS AOS AP OS
Ours (VGG19 GPP1k) 0.11 90.12% 90.22% 0.9989 87.69% 88.06% 0.9958 78.41% 78.95% 0.9932
Ours (VGG19 FAST) 0.07 89.87% 90.08% 0.9977 87.01% 87.59% 0.9934 77.59% 78.31% 0.9908
Figure 12: Qualitative results on the KITTI test set (VGG19 GPP10k): We show the bird’s eye view of the predicted
boxes (top), and their corresponding projections onto the input image (bottom) for four different scenes.
Figure 13: Qualitative results on the validation set (VGG19 GPP10k): We show the bird’s eye view of the boxes (top),
and their corresponding projections onto the input image (bottom) for both our model’s predictions (left column) and the
ground truth (right column).
Figure 14: Qualitative results on the KITTI test set: We show the bird’s eye view of the predicted boxes (top), and
their corresponding projections onto the input image (bottom) for three variants of our model: VGG19 GPP10k (top row),
VGG19 GPP1k (middle row), and VGG19 FAST (bottom row).
